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8
Global Consumerism, Sexuality as
Public Spectacle, and the Cultural
Remapping of Istanbul in the 1990s
Ay§e Oncu

The intensified impact of global consumerism has become one of the major
narratives of the contemporary period. Its significance is highlighted by the
accelerated shift to post-Fordist systems of production and global experiments in
neo-liberal policies. Linked to discussions on the fluidity and flexibility of con
temporary consumption forms, a series of arguments about the reordering of
temporal and spatial relations have been put forward. And in debates on the
‘post-modern’ reconstitution of social and sexual identities, consumption has
been invested with primary significance as the motor of cultural change. Thus the
notion of global consumerism has at once become central to arguments about
long-term economic transformation, the shifting contours of political discourse,
and the reordering of space, identity and place. This seemingly ever-expanding
body of literature, however, has been marked by a persistent difficulty. When
couched in very abstract terms, generalisations based on the notion of global con
sumerism tend to become very thin. The ubiquitous use of the term to illuminate
supposedly general factors which apply across societies, and across the field
of consumption as a whole, not only hampers an understanding of particular
modalities of consumption, but also glosses over issues of place, setting and
context in shaping them.
My own aim in this chapter is to engage with the particular and the specific,
rather than rehearse the generalities of global consumerism. I will be concerned
with a particular facet of global consumerism - the commercialisation of sexuality
as a form of spectacle for consumption - in a specific setting, the Istanbul of
the 1990s. My aim will be to explore how the opening of sexuality to the gaze,
as a form of public display for consumption, has pervaded the everyday lives
of different groups in the city, to graft new maps of symbolic meaning onto the
established landscape.
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Following a keyword: maganda
Any attempt to engage with the particular and specific in the realm of consumption
studies poses a series of thorny issues. Consumption networks are invariably
embedded within broader social and cultural processes. And their extensions are
extremely wide-ranging, in both the material and symbolic sense. In practical
research terms, this raises the problem of how to make an initial ‘cut’ into the
complex reality of lived experience, and where to stop, given the multiple
accretions of consumption in different spheres of everyday life. The strategy that
will be adopted here is to focus upon a single keyword - maganda - following its
shifting meanings and content in its travel from the pagps of satirical magazines
to mainstream discourse.1
Maganda is an invented word which began to circulate insistently and
repetitively through daily life in Istanbul in the 1990s - in conversations among
friends, in newspaper articles, in television commentaries, captions of photographs
in weekly magazines, films and jokes. In everyday speech, its meaning seems selfevident, operating simultaneously as a derogatory label and a stereotype which
condenses and connotes an array of socially and morally offensive attributes into
a single typification - a maganda. As a discursive ideological construct, it appears
to activate and gather all accents and nuances of hierarchy and distinction into a
total and totalising category of exclusion - the maganda. The resonances of the
term are strongly gendered - it is ‘known’ from everyday experience and under
stood without saying that magandalic (the condition or state of being maganda) is
a distinctively masculine syndrome or affliction.
It is via such keywords that moral/ideological discourses of the moment flood
the hidden corners of everyday existence. Using them as a kind of shorthand, we
might identify how motifs of large-scale cultural change are not passive backdrops
to human relations, but collide with and partly take their meaning from everyday
life. The significance of the construct maganda resides in encapsulating and
bringing into focus how participation in contemporary forms of consumption
and narratives of masculinity are interconnected - in ways that are specific to
place, setting and context. Inasmuch as the term was ‘invented’ and gained
popular currency at a particular moment in the cultural history of Istanbul, it also
provides entry into exploring the power dynamics of global consumerism, as
played out in intensely localised everyday life experiences of different groups.
In the following pages, I will begin by offering some broad comments on
sexuality as spectacle for consumption in contemporary Istanbul. Then I will turn
to satirical magazines as transgressive cultural spaces for the city’s youth and
venture into this space through the works of a particular graphic artist whose
name has become associated with maganda cartoons as a distinctive genre of
humour. Lastly, I will try to elucidate how the content and meaning of the word
has changed in its travel from the cultural space of satire weeklies to mainstream
discourse and become incorporated into an ongoing narrative about consump
tion, sexuality and city life in contemporary Istanbul.
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Sexuality as spectacle for consumption in contemporary
Istanbul
Consumer capitalism has long been a part of the cultural context in which
Istanbulites make their lives. As the country’s gateway to world markets, Istanbul’s
historical trajectory has been inextricably tied to international capitalism. Had it
not been so, Istanbul’s integration into the global culture of consumerism in the
neo-liberal conjuncture of the late 1980s and early 1990s could not have been so
swift and explosive. Almost overnight, a dizzying array of globalised images, icons,
sounds and commodities flooded the cultural spaces of the city, threatening to over
whelm all established boundaries, distinctions and hierarchies. This was a moment
when all the familiar signposts of Istanbul’s material and symbolic life seemed to
‘melt into thin air’, fostering a sense of epochal and totalising transformation.
Under the deepening impact of global consumerism, sexuality was cut loose
from its traditional moorings within marriage and family life, transformed into
a form of public spectacle for commercial consumption. Sexuality as a form of
consumption - decoupled from its reproductive focus and associated with leisure
and pleasure - had hitherto been confined to specific sites or quarters of Istanbul,
identified as centres of depravity and immorality. Now, images of sensuality and
sexuality were everywhere boldly displayed - on billboards lining the thorough
fares of the city, on commercial television screens in the domestic setting of the
home, on covers of glossy magazines sold in street-corner racks, or the Sunday
supplements of the largest-circulating dailies. And what was opened to the gaze
soon became available to buy in a multiplicity of material forms and price ranges.
Most conspicuous in middle-class spaces of the city, was the explosive growth of
services devoted to grooming and perfecting bodily sexual selves, ranging from
an enormous variety of health-beauty-diet-fitness products and centres, all the
way to clinics offering the most advanced techniques in cosmetic and plastic
surgery. Much less conspicuous, but equally significant, were the trickling effects
among low-income populations of the city. In the open-air bazaars which dot the
peripheral neighbourhoods of the city, there are now specialised stalls featuring
cheap versions of the latest fashions in women’s lingerie, doing brisk business
alongside innumerable vegetable and fruit stalls and stands of electronic gadgets
from Taiwan or kitchenware from Germany.
This was also a historical moment when the dangers of sexuality, publicly
flaunted as a form of commercial consumption, emerged as a major focus of public
anxiety, and produced an extended discourse on its problems, especially among
youth. In a classical Foucaultian manner, a variety of surveillance mechanisms
have come into the picture, ranging from well-established police techniques
(rounding up ‘perverts’ and ‘prostitutes’; organising raids to discos frequented
by youth etc) to the establishment of a governmental council (RTUK, the Radio
and Television Upper Council) to classify, interpret and monitor ‘offensive content’
on commercial television programmes. Municipal authorities were mobilised
to impose censorship on visual materials displayed on billboards in the interests
of public morality. And a newly created Directorate of Family Affairs, attached
to the Prime Minister’s Department in Ankara, was delegated with the task of
investigating problem areas and developing policy recommendations.
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Needless to say, such surveillance procedures associated with the ‘official’
realm are neither the only nor the most potent form of control over sexuality
in contemporary consumer society. They intertwine with a complex web of
influences emanating from the market. And in the commercial realm of cultural
production, various strands of moral discourse on such themes such as ‘excessive
consumption’, ‘excessive materialism’ and ‘excessive westernisation’ have
acquired fresh urgency. These have been the perennial themes of OttomanTurkish intellectual life for more than a century, and find new echoes in
contemporary Islamist discourses, as analysed by Navaro-Yashin and Saktanber in
this volume.2 What has given the past decade a special twist is the way such themes
have been taken over by the popular media, and packaged in commercial genres
and forms open to consumption by wider audiences. Thus, for instance, on reality
shows on television, as well as lifestyle magazines, stories of ‘wasted lives’ among
youth have proliferated. Pathetic narratives of girls who arrive in Istanbul to
become television stars or singers and then drift into the trade in vice are of
course classic, and have been around for a long time. But they have now been
displaced, as favourite tabloid material, with stories about ‘children of affluence’,
who wear designer clothes, frequent expensive restaurants, bars and discos,
and celebrate promiscuity in sex and drugs, but eventually end up committing
suicide, or are found dead of an overdose in some filthy basement, or fall into the
clutches of some religious cult, as a in a recent case, illustrating how ‘excess
consumerism’ breeds ‘identity confusion’ because it is contrary to Turkish values
and ways of life.
Thus for Istanbul’s ‘youth’ or ‘younger generations’ - between teenage and
marriage - the conjuncture of the 1990s opened a window to unlimited con
sumption for and on sexual bodies, constrained only by financial circumstance.
At the same time, the readiness with which the signs, symbols and icons of global
consumerism made inroads into the youth cultures of the city - through their own
semiotics - meant that the ‘consuming young’ (tuketici genclik')' was constructed
as a composite category in the moral discourses of the decade, distilling and
objectifying the dangers of sexuality as a form of public display for consumption.
All of the above is of immediate relevance for the purposes of this study, for
it is precisely from within the transgressive cultural spaces and rituals of Istanbul’s
so-called ‘consuming youth’ that the word maganda-was invented towards the end
of the 1980s. As initially encoded in the ribald and bawdy graphic humour
of satirical weeklies, the maganda emerged as a figure of derision who is totally
oblivious to his own uncouth and offensive masculinity - thus ‘interfering’ with
the moral discourses of the decade, to destabilise and debunk the authoritative
codes of ‘civility’. By creating the maganda, Istanbul’s ‘consuming youth’ took its
revenge upon mainstream adult culture - or so it seems with hindsight.
Such a straightforward reading, however, does not begin to capture the
kinds of ambivalence and ambiguity maganda humour built upon, to achieve
such popularity among the young readership of satirical weeklies in first years
of the 1990s. Below I will venture into this recent past through the work of a
young artist whose distinctive genre of humour and graphic style made him a cult
celebrity in the satire milieu. But first, a brief caveat on the satire market itself,
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and the ways it brings together readers, graphic artists and publishers to map out
a distinctive cultural space for the ‘young’ in present-day Istanbul.

Satirical magazines as transgressive cultural spaces for
Istanbul’s youth
Graphic humour in general, and satirical magazines in particular, have a lengthy
historical lineage in the cultural and political life of Istanbul, spanning more than
a century. From the inception of what might be considered an embryonic reading
public in the late nineteenth century, humourous line drawings, caricatures of
prominent political figures and illustrated jokes proliferated through daily news
papers and various periodicals to gain popularity and acknowledged social sig
nificance. And subject to the vagaries of state control and official censorship,
satirical magazines have retained their symbolic significance in the political life of
the nation, regarded among intellectual circles as a potential means of reaching
urban popular classes to simultaneously articulate their grievances and also
educate them. That is, until recently.
Over the past 10 years, the publishing life of Istanbul has been dramatically
transformed by the global reach of audio-visual culture. A broader discussion of
this transformation is beyond the scope of this study. Suffice it to say that the
advent of satellite television and deregulation of the state monopoly over broad
casting in 1990 was followed by intense, cut-throat competition among a host of
newly established commercial channels, vying for audience ratings and hence
advertising revenues. Simultaneously, large daily newspapers, independent familyowned establishments until then, began to change hands. Thus, within a span of
three to four years, two gigantic media conglomerates, composed of vertically
and horizontally interlinked publishing and broadcasting interests, as well as
banks, distribution firms and investments ranging from tourism to condominium
construction, were consolidated.
Currently, satirical weeklies constitute a distinctive ‘independent’ youth niche,
in a market that has been taken over by large conglomerates. They proliferate on
the news-stands of Istanbul under ever-changing titles - such as Ustura, Hibir,
Leman, Firt or Zipir, their longevity subject to the vicissitudes of a readership
between the ages of 15 and 25, and the propensity of young graphic artists to split
off and regroup under new titles. New magazines appear and disappear as young
readers float from one title to the next, following shifting fashions and their
favourite cartoonists. But the low rates of survival and short lifespan of most
magazines in this highly competitive market can be misleading. For the total
circulation of Istanbul’s satirical press has been fairly stable over the past ten
years, reaching roughly 1.5 million readers per month, a non-negligible figure in
a country where total magazine circulation is estimated to fluctuate between 10
and 11 million. The most popular satirical magazine of the moment, for instance,
Leman,, has a weekly circulation of 100,000, and remains ‘free’ of advertising.
Such a circulation figure, however, implies a broadening of readership base with
all the inherent dangers of ‘mainstreaming ’. It signals the impending flight of
younger graphic artists and readership towards new horizons.
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The graphic artists who draw for the satirical press are also ‘young’, with
no formal training in art or graphics. The magazines operate as training grounds
for young talent, whose creative careers peak around their late twenties, and are
considered ‘finished’ upon marriage. Marriage also marks the moment at which
even the most devoted readers lose interest and drift away. So the social boundaries
of the satire milieu are defined through the cultural-experiential divide between
world of the ‘married’ and the ‘unmarried’. The lived experience of being
unmarried in the cultural cosmology of contemporary Istanbul provides a common
thread which runs through distinctions of social origin- and taste, as well as of
gender and age between readers and graphic artists. It also underpins the shared
cultural imaginary of ‘married-adult-mainstream’ upon which the humour content
of the magazines is built.
This self-generated conception of being part of an ‘alternative’, ‘anti
establishment’ (muhalif) world is what renders satirical magazines ‘a cultural space’,
and not simply a market. Survival as an independent venture, ‘freedom’ from
advertising, cheap paper, lack of colour, all carry connotations of being ‘alternative’
to the other glossy, sparkling magazines (local versions of Cosmopolitan, Marie
Claire, Burda, Playboy etc.) which stand on the same racks. This is an understanding
that is shared by the readers, graphic artists and producers alike. Being a ‘devotee’
(mudavim) means recognising the individualised graphic styles of different
cartoonists and being familiar with the street-language they use, as well as the
‘characters’ they draw. So this is a cultural space defined in terms of ‘sharing the
same sense of humour’ (aym mizah anlayi$im paylasma).
In terms of their content, satirical magazines are an amalgam of spot
cartoons, comic strips offering a colourful gallery of characters, interspersed with
jokes, footnotes and asides to the reader, as well as columns by popular writers of
the moment. Taken together, these provide a continuous stream of conversation,
in graphics and in words, which constitute a running commentary on adult life,
one that is based on a shared sense of fun, enjoyment of the ridiculous. They are
‘alternative’, ‘irreverent’, but not oppositional in the conventional political sense
of the term. They thrive on parodies of an adult world which are based on the
restricted experiences and codes of youth, and hence remain inaccessible to ‘out
siders’, that is the adult mainstream. They are not engaged in the business of
making a ‘statement’ to the world at large. They contain no profound statements on
the ironies of such global ills as war, poverty, environmental pollution or the like.
The situations and typifications they evoke are interwoven with incongruities hidden
in the trivia of everyday life, and thrive on offending the aesthetic sensibilities
and notions of propriety which govern them. The very ‘trashiness’ of their
humour is part of the sense of fun and ribaldry shared by cartoonists and their
readers, a major ingredient in the chemistry which binds them together.
This special chemistry which differentiates satirical weeklies from ‘main
stream’ humour could perhaps be best be captured through the notion of
‘carnavalesque’, which Bakhtin used to describe situations of temporary licensed
suspension of order. Bakhtin’s metaphor of carnival derives from the ribaldry and
irreverence associated with popular festivities - mardi gras, faschings, fairs, where
formal hierarchy is suspended and the sacrosanct and dignified elements of official
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serious culture are deprived of their authority through unrestrained festivity and
gaiety,4 It is possible to interpret the Bakhtinian notion of the carnavalesque more
broadly, of course, to argue that all humour - pranks, wit, comic-strips, cartoons
- builds upon established meanings and common sense categories, and subverts
them through play. In graphic humour, the artist accomplishes this by juxtaposing
visual signs and symbols from disparate frames of reference, to expose the
impurity and arbitrariness of all categories, blurring hierarchical impositions of
order to elicit a chuckle. In an instant of surprise and laughter, fragments and
emblems are dissociated from one cultural discourse and reassembled in another,
conveying the inextricably mixed and ambivalent nature of all cultural life, the
reversibility of cultural forms, symbols and meanings. Broadly speaking, all
humour ‘intervenes’ in cultural discourses of the moment, simultaneously invoking
and destabilising the familiar. But having acknowledged that all humour contains
an element of transgression, it is still important to differentiate - at least in the
specificity of Istanbul’s graphic humour scene - between ‘mainstream’ humour
adorning the pages of glossy magazines or entertainment sections of daily news
papers, and the hilarious abandon with which all rules of polite utterance are
suspended on the pages of satirical weeklies.
Hence, to look for sophisticated plays on meaning in the content of satirical
magazines is not particularly meaningful. Their sense of fun is much more
situational, often built upon conjuring and capturing the instantaneity of emotions
and reactions which are recognisable through experience. Words, expressions
and graphic characters are continuously ‘invented’ to name these experiences,
which lose their novelty as they begin to circulate more widely, and are replaced
by new ones. Thus what is referred to as ‘slang’ by the mainstream adult world, and
‘restricted code’ by social analysts, is very much a part of this process of capturing
and ‘naming’ what is experienced, yet remains unformulated in the discursive
realm of the adult world.
From a broader and more general vantage point, the main features I have
singled out to describe the cultural space of satirical weeklies, are ones that are
associated with a variety of ‘youth subcultures’ in different parts of the world.
Ethnographic studies of youth subcultures, ranging from pop music to clothing
fashions, underline how they rely upon networks of small-scale entrepreneurship
which reproduce themselves in a frenzy of ‘new’ styles, as the relentless forces of
mainstream commercial culture scour them for images and sounds. But more
often than not, these features of youth cultures have been coupled with working
class origins (mainly through pioneering work emerging from the Centre for
Cultural Studies in Birmingham in the 1970s) and hence interpreted as a form of
resistance or political radicalism. Thus studies of youth subcultures have become
synonymous with working-class youth in the broader sociological literature. In
the Istanbul of the mid-1990s, the cultural space of satirical weeklies cannot
be defined in terms of lower-class origins, however one might define ‘lowerclass’. R,ather, it is based upon and articulates the cultural/experiential world of
young people - between teenage and marriage - in Istanbul’s cosmos of global
consumerism, and constitutes a space of sociability wherein youth from different
backgrounds converse through the idiom of graphic humour.
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In the light of the above, any attempt to venture into the cultural space of
Istanbul’s satirical weeklies at a particular moment in time, to engage in ‘textual
analysis’ is a hazardous task. The question of what a ‘text’ means to its author and
to its readers is always a thorny one. When trying to interpret cartoons, this problem
is compounded by the play on meanings which is the essence of humour. Further
more, to an outsider, that is an adult unfamiliar with the restricted signs and
codes of the moment, the cartoons and comic-strips which pervade the pages of
satirical weeklies amount to no more than a set of badly executed drawings,
devoid of humour. So what I have to offer below are some general comments on
maganda cartoons as a particular genre of humour, illustrated by the work of a
particular graphic artist, Mehmet Qag^ag, who became a cult figure in the satire
milieu of the early 1990s.5

Venturing into the cultural space of satirical weeklies
through the maganda cartoons of the early 1990s
As initially formulated through the non-verbal codes of satirical magazines, the
magandak a figure of brute strength, hairy body and unbridled sexual appetites,
instantly recognisable by his ‘offensiveness’ in whatever setting he is depicted in the home, in parks, in discos, on the beach etc. Rather than representing a
socio-cultural type in the conventional sense of the term, the maganda articulates,
in the graphic language of his creators, a cultural phenomenon that is
experienced in the fabric of social existence but remains unstated. Thus when
pressed to define in words who exactly a maganda is, the graphic artists who
coined the term offered the following tongue-in-cheek answer for the mainstream
readers of one the major daily newspapers (Hurriyet Sunday supplement, 12
January 1992) in the early 1990s:

Maganda is an assault on emotions, an aesthetic aberration. He is an anomaly
which corresponds to ignorance, to brute force, to social climbing, to all
degenerate values. We created him. He is the animal in us. He is a potential
danger. He is hazardous to health. He is the AlDs virus. We allowed him to
flourish. He is a stain which cannot be removed. He is like a plastic bottle which
never melts, never disappears.
The maganda can be from any sex, any class, any race, any occupation. He is
contagious, he infects. He can kill you, make you suffer, give you allergies.
Maganda is universal (unfortunately).0

In cartoons and comic strips, however, the maganda is almost invariably depicted
as an adult male, more often than not in a state of sexual arousal. So while he
is an ‘aesthetic anomaly’(see cartoon 1) who arouses an ‘allergic reaction’ in all
situations he is present (see cartoons 2 and 3), he is most offensive when sexually
aroused (see cartoons 4 and 5). Among the maganda cartoons which constituted
more than two thirds of all cartoons in Limon between 1990 and 1991, for instance,
more than half depict him in his abaza (‘sexually aroused’) state. This is when
he intrudes, offends, molests, assaults the senses through his warped sexual
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Cartoon 1
He: ‘Speak up! Where are
your erogenous zones?
Where’s the clitoris [mis
pronounced ‘clitorig’].
Apparently there’s a Gspot? Tell me where is it,
or I'll break your arm. I
read it in the papers.’
She: ‘How am I supposed to
know. I don’t know how to
read. I swear I don’t know.
Wouldn’t I tell you if I
knew?’

Cartoon 3

Cartoon 2

‘The birth of Mevliit’ is cast as a
grotesque parody of the birth of Venus.
He is pictured complete with gold
medallion and hairy chest.

He: ‘Why aren’t your bones crackling, you
bitch? Or are you letting others do it?’
She: ‘What are you thinking of, Mevliit’

imagination and the vulgarism of his sexual practices. These are depicted in
explicit graphic detail, showing the maganda to be devoid of cultural codes which
define human sensuality and sexual conduct. Hence the magandas physical
repulsiveness becomes the embodiment of untamed sexual urges.
One possible interpretation for the instant popularity of maganda cartoons
in the satire milieu of the 1990s is the stark contrast they provide to the glittering
seductiveness of sexual images, icons and symbols which pervaded Istanbul
during the same period. This was when a whole new range of glossy magazines,
from Cosmopolitan to Penthouse and Playboy, not to mention fashion and home
decoration magazines, began to compete with each other on the counters of
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Cartoon 4
‘Sit, sister, it’s empty. Come ...come...’

Cartoon 5
He: ‘Come, come, I feel randy again!
She: ‘Couldn’t you wait five minutes and let me finish the
dishes’
newspaper stands. Television commercials were rapidly ‘internationalised’
through joint-ventures between domestic and global advertising firms, acquiring
a new patina. And with satellite dishes adorning every other roof, the newly
established commercial channels began to beam into living-rooms, projecting
onto the screen images of a shiny, clean, orderly world inhabited by good-looking
people. The deliberately grotesque graphic style and content of maganda cartoons
can be interpreted as the antithesis of this world, or as Qagoag himself put it in
retrospect, Our answer to the shining, glittering images’. He recollects his youth
as a rising artist: ‘Cartoons used to flow from my pen. I did not stop to think, I
simply drew. I kept saying, over and over, “this is us”, “this is what is real”.’7
But to leave matters at that does not allow us to understand the ‘shared
sense of humour' upon which maganda cartoons are built, or the special chemistry'
between the young (male) artists who churned them out and their avid readers
(male and female) which makes them ‘funny’. Because for the reader uninitiated
in the cultural world of satirical weeklies, depictions of the maganda in a continuous
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state of sexual arousal are simply obscene, totally devoid of the element of fantasy
associated with pornography. What makes them ‘humorous’ rather than simply
offensive is the endless variety of ‘everyday’ situations in which the maganda is
depicted, in the intimate interstices of daily existence, in ways that are instantly
recognisable. In Qag^ag’s words, ‘... with the maganda we went deeper, not simply
into the house, but into the bedroom... we abolished symbolism... the maganda is
not symbolic of anything, not poverty, not illiteracy, not ignorance. He just is.’ But
the prism through which practices in the bedroom acquire ‘reality’ is precisely
the world of glitter and shine which the artist himself describes as ‘unreal’. So it
can be argued that the pervasiveness of sexuality as a form of public spectacle in
Istanbul of the early 1990s has also rendered it visible in the ‘privacy’ of everyday
life situations, no longer taken for granted and unspoken, but recognisable in the
realm of public objectivity and open to scrutiny. For Istanbul’s youth, this was a
moment when the solidity of cultural boundaries separating the experiential
world of sexuality (in brothels and back seats of porno-movie houses) and the
‘public’ universe of gender relations governed by strict codes of untouchability
were fractured through the abundance of display for the gaze, and irrevocably
shattered by the arrival of ‘tourist girls’ in growing numbers from the late 1980s
onwards. Maganda humour is thus the product of a new generation of youth culture
in the process of discovering, through the gaze, the aesthetics of practice; and,
through tourist girls, the cultural codes of permissiveness.
In cartoons, the fun and enjoyment resides in conjuring an infinite variety
of ‘private’ moments in which the conventional emblems of masculine power
(physical strength and sexual drive) are stripped of their authority, and exposed
as lacking in refinement and knowledge in codes of sexual practice. Thus in
situation after situation, the power and authority vested in the adult male figure
is first invoked and then disassembled and cut down to size, through a play on
different meanings of masculinity - as drives, as roles and as practices. It is only by
keeping in mind the sheer sense of exhilaration which comes when the dominant
male figure of the adult world is exposed as being sexually ‘illiterate’ that it becomes
possible to grasp the essence of maganda humour. And as such, it can be interpreted
as part of the process of destabilising prevailing codes of ‘adult’ masculinity,
among a new generation of youth in the process of negotiating their own.
But of course the maganda is not an unequivocally ‘adult’ figure, but much
more ambiguous, which is what makes him fascinating, rather than simply funny,
because for the young graphic artists who invented him, and many of their devoted
followers, the ‘otherness’ of the maganda is at once an object of ridicule and a
source of empathy and subjective identification. To quote Qag^ag, ‘The maganda
is a naive figure’, ‘He cannot see himself. The fact that ‘we’ (as creators and
readers) can recognise him opens the possibility and the desire to be different.
But ‘we’ can only recognise him because ‘this is us’, ‘this is what is real’, which
contradicts this possibility. It is this ambivalence of recognising one’s self in the
‘otherness’ of the maganda, I would suggest, which provokes endless fascination.
Maganda humour, then, is not only about debunking the established codes
of ‘adult’ masculinity or negotiating the cultural codes of ‘permissiveness’ among
a new generation of youth. It is also about experiences of otherness and alienation
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amidst an abundance of commodified icons and images of sexual fantasy and
desire in Istanbul in the 1990s. And in this sense, it is the product of a generation
of young men who are discovering that masculinity is now something to be
achieved and constantly improved upon, and yet never realised.
At the time of writing, maganda cartoons which continue to be recycled in
the satirical press are no longer funny, but simply breed boredom. In the rapidly
shifting fashions of the satire world, Qag^ag’s work is now passe. Meanwhile,
the word maganda has travelled into mainstream ‘adult’ language, acquiring
new connotations in the process of being absorbed into the cultural ethos of
Istanbul’s middle classes.

The word maganda travels into mainstream discourse
In its travel from the graphic language of satirical magazines to the discursivity of
everyday speech, the word maganda has become a general derogatory label, in, for
instance, the lyrics of a rap-song which topped the charts in Istanbul’s cassette
market in 1991 (Vitamin, Istanbul, 1991):
How Could You be a Maganda?

If you don’t spit, belch, or litter the ground,
Sneeze or sniffle
Never grow a moustache
Wear a gold chain necklace
Open your collar and bare your torso
How could you be a maganda?
Would it be credible?
If you don’t drink or get loaded
Beat your wife at home
Make two kids a year
Hang a gold watch on your wrist
Harass women on the street
Molest them on buses and micro-buses
How could you be maganda?
Would it be credible?8
In the lyrics of the song, maganda is a label which condenses multiple negative
attributes into a single absolute other: belching, spitting, wife-beating, alcohol
abuse, verbal harassment, as well as molesting. The maganda are now a distinctive
breed, with pseudo-racial attributes, whose intrusive presence can be felt on side
walks, in traffic, sitting in the next row, or at the next table. A second song from
the same cassette explains how the maganda has now become impossible to avoid
in Istanbul (Vitamin, Istanbul, 1991):
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A Maganda is a Maganda

In the countryside, in bars, deluxe hotels
Now everywhere in Taksim or Maxim
Jogging, aerobics, bodybuilding
Meetings, clubs, toilets
His soul wooden, his body a tree trunk, his head of pressed straw
Even if he wears a gold saddle, a maganda is a maganda.3
By the mid-1990s, the word maganda had entered mainstream language as an allencompassing epithet to describe and identify a ‘publicly’ offensive other who
actively intrudes to contaminate the public spaces he occupies. Thus the label
expanded to capture a new, primarily masculine syndrome, closely associated
with nuances of gender comportment in public space - signifying not simply
ignorance of proper etiquette, but deliberate offensiveness. To put it differently,
the maganda are not ‘ignorant’ country bumpkins who are oblivious to their own
lack of polish, but luxuriate in their own offensiveness, simultaneously distasteful
(not simply tasteless) and aggressive (not simply vulgar). One last example, this
time from journalistic discourse, serves to illustrate how the word maganda can lend
itself to multiple and often contradictory meanings in its meandering circulation.
The daily newspaper Hurriyet (13 December 1995, p.19) allocated one of
its back pages to the emergent life styles of the 1990s in Istanbul. Illustrated with
aerial photographs of a wealthy new suburb, the write-up informed readers about
the exclusive circles of Istanbul, ranging from alumni clubs and conference circuits
to imported yuppidom and Islamic suburbs, replete with names of prominent
figures. The journalists who wrote the piece, after quoting a series of authoritative
sources, claimed that these were the ‘post-modern tribes’ of Istanbul. In the last
section, subtitled ‘And the Maganda...', they added a conclusion of their own:

One of the necessary rules in the formation of post-modern tribes is substantial
financial worth. The only tribe which constitutes an exception to this rule are
the maganda.
These maganda are members of the arabesk culture which emerges when the
traditional culture of immigrants to the fringes of megalopolitan Istanbul is
fused with urban culture. They do not have a lengthy history. They answer the
social needs of the past twenty years.
The coming together of the maganda is also an identity. But unlike the other
post-modern tribes, they have neither suburbs, intellectual circles, nor labels.
The sense of belonging of this lumpen tribe is established in tribunes, neigh
bourhood coffee houses and evening strolls on the streets.

The passage above is worth translating, both because it offers one example of
how the word maganda crops up in journalistic discourse, and is re-defined and
re-circulated in unanticipated contexts, but also because the whole passage captures
the cultural cosmology of Istanbul in the 1990s. This is an Istanbul in which the
experienced world has been transformed through the flow of globalised images
and globalised words, providing new scripts through which the familiar is
re-interpreted and reviewed. Thus the words ‘post-modern’ (used in its English-
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language form), combined with ‘tribe’ (translated into Turkish) when assimilated
into the field of experience of contemporary Istanbul, lend themselves to a novel
combination, the ‘ maganda-tribe’. But it is only the cosmopolitan academic expert
who can identify the disparate sources and genealogies of the words in the passage
above. In everyday Turkish, the passage above makes ‘perfect common sense’.

An evolving urban narrative: the invasion of Istanbul by
‘outsiders’
The ease and rapidity with which the word maganda has been absorbed into main
stream language deserves further scrutiny. Because the seemingly self-evident,
taken-for-granted meanings of the term are closely bound up with how it is
valorised in public discourse. Its potency as a keyword resides, I would suggest, in
lending coherence to ongoing changes in the realms of consumption, sexuality
and city life, by incorporating them into an ongoing urban narrative - the invasion
of Istanbul by successive waves of ‘outsiders’.
The central motif of this narrative - the invasion of Istanbul’s cultural
spaces by outsiders who threaten its authenticity and purity - is a familiar one.
In the cultural imaginary of its middle classes, Istanbul has a lengthy history of
‘invasion’ (istila), ‘siege’ (kufatma) and ‘assault’ (saldzri) by successive waves of
‘outsiders’, who endanger cherished distinctions of high and low culture. The
discursive-ideological constructions of such outsiders, however, and the labels
evoked to exclude them, have been historically contingent and variable.
Akin to all public narratives, the chronicle of Istanbul’s invasion by successive
waves of outsiders operates at multiple registers.10 It runs through and underpins
a wide range of popular accounts as well as innumerable ‘expert’ analyses of
Istanbul’s social problems, continuously privileging a particular causal chain of
past events, identifying and explaining current issues as well as proposing future
solutions. It also provides an overarching grid of social themes which mediate
between large-scale events and personal experiences of everyday life in Istanbul.
Disparate experiences - lack of running water, encounters with corrupt police
men or difficulties of finding parking - acquire coherence and meaning as part
of the same story. Its potency as a ‘public’ narrative is thus closely bound with the way
it integrates the very people who are telling, reading or listening as the central
subjects of the story, allowing them to draw upon their own experiences to fill in
the gaps. As such, it privileges and naturalises a particular reality - grounded in
experiences of Istanbul’s mainstream middle-class culture - while simultaneously
making contending accounts/narratives seem implausible and chaotic, contrary
to ‘fact’ as well as ‘common sense’. In sum, it is a hegemonic account in the
Gramscian sense of the term, continuously valorised and modified to negotiate the
contours of what constitutes the mainstream, or middle-class, way of life in Istanbul.
As currently narrated in popular as well as scholarly accounts, the chronicle
of Istanbul’s ‘invasion’ by outsiders begins with the arrival of ‘peasants’ from the
mid-1950s onwards. This was when the word ‘peasant’ began to lose some of its
positive connotations as the eulogised, authentic core of Turkish nationalism. In
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the cultural landscape of Istanbul, peasants were transformed into country
bumpkins, lacking in education and therefore the accoutrements of modernity.
Thus throughout the 1960s, the social and cultural divisions of city life in Istanbul
became solidified (metaphorically as well as physically) around the hiatus
separating the ‘urbanites’, residing in central neighbourhoods of apartment
dwellings, from peasants, living in village-like (at the time) squatter settlements
on the periphery. In the populist political imaginary of the period, however, this
remained a temporary phenomenon, the assumption being that peasants would
eventually become ‘integrated’ into city life - either by becoming modernised, or
by developing class consciousness.
This fairly simple storyline became more complicated towards the end of
the 1970s, when new popular culture forms flourishing in the urban periphery
began to infiltrate middle-class spaces. It now seemed apparent that Anatolian
peasants, having lost the purity and authenticity of their traditional folk heritage
in Istanbul (but remaining ignorant), had failed to become integrated into
cosmopolitan life (but had embraced its crass commercialism). Neither peasant
nor urban, they had developed their own half-breed, pseudo-urban culture,
which threatened to contaminate and pollute the entire city. In the language of
Istanbul’s mainstream middle classes, arabesk culture had invaded Istanbul.
The epithet arabesk denotes impurity, hybridity and bricolage, and designates
a special kind of kitsch. The word first came into circulation in the early 1970s to
describe a hybrid musical genre which emerged and acquired immense popularity
among low-income populations in Istanbul.11 Banned from state radio and tele
vision for defying the established canons of both folk and classical Turkish music,
by intermixing rhythms and instruments from popular Western and Egyptian
music, arabesk caught like wildfire in the expanding cassette market of the 1970s.
Films featuring famous arabesk singers as the star popular hero achieved immediate
box-office success in local cinemas on the urban fringes of Istanbul as well as
other large cities. In the process, the label arabesk acquired a wider chain of
associations, denoting a musical genre, a film genre, as well as the cultural habitus
and lifestyle of those who enjoy them. Arabesk-lovers now belonged to arabesk
culture - banal, thrashy, but most of all in-between, hence polluted and polluting,
to invoke Mary Douglas. Arabesk songs, singers and films not only failed to conform
to artistically established pure categories of classification, but also contaminated
them. Similarly, those who belonged to arabesk culture, having lost their moorings
in indigenous peasant culture, and begun to mass-consume in ways which com
bine the material culture of modernity in imperfect and partial ways, belong to
neither of the two worlds. Thus arabesk culture becomes a placeless phenomenon,
both residual and marginal, but also dangerous, because it violates and undermines
established hierarchies of taste and distinction in the realm of consumption.
As a form of kitsch urban aesthetic considered vulgar because it imitates
with no regard to the original, substituting formica for wood, polyester for silk,
the label arabesk was originally a derogatory label aimed at low-income populations
of Istanbul. From around the mid-1980s, however, the term began to acquire
a wider chain of associations, referring not only to the vulgarism of mass
consumption among lower classes, but also to a kind of over-consumption
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symptomatic of newly emergent wealth in Istanbul. The integration of Istanbul
into world markets in the era of neo-liberalism has opened new channels of accu
mulation and upward mobility, creating its own breed of new rich. But this
seemed to be a novel kind of ‘new rich’, devoid of the status anxieties commonly
associated with the words nouveau riche in French. Instead of trying to emulate
refinements of taste, they seemed oblivious to symbolic hierarchies, enjoying their
newly found wealth with total disregard for requisite cultural distinctions. In the
absence of a name, the label arabesk expanded to capture this new syndrome, used
not only to refer to the vulgarism (not simply tastelessness) of a new breed of rich,
but also, for instance, to a new breed of politician, who disregards distinctions of
taste without compunction or embarrassment. Thus, byfhe 1990s, the term arabesk
had become an all-encompassing metaphor to describe and identify a general
malaise which seemed to plague every aspect of life in Turkish society - arabesk
democracy, the arabesk economy, arabesk politicians - all suffering from a condition
of indeterminacy and degeneration. In the term arabesk, suggests Ozbek (1996),
‘we have finally found a name to express the identity problem of Turkish society... ’
Concomitantly, however, a new threat of a seemingly different order - the
maganda - has made its appearance in the cultural scene of Istanbul. To the extent
that the label maganda is valorised in public discourse by invoking such familiar
metaphors as invasion, siege and assault, it becomes part of a continuing narrative
whose basic storyline is fairly simple - yet another wave of ‘outsiders’ who threaten
to undermine the civility of Istanbul’s cultural life. At the same time however, the
construct maganda is very much a product of the last decade, encapsulating and
bringing into focus lived experiences as well as fears and anxieties associated
with sexuality as a form of public spectacle. For the term embodies (literally and
metaphorically) the dangers of unbridled, untamed, uncouth masculine sexuality,
no longer confinable to specific quarters of the city, but encountered as part of
everyday lived experience in public places. Hence its continuous circulation in
everyday language, as well as public discourse, signifies a peril that is of a qualitatively
different order from the ‘impurity’ of arabesk culture, which signifies a constant
influx of large quantities of ‘culturally untrained’ outsiders. The maganda are
by contrast natives - a self-perpetuating, self-reproducing product of Istanbul’s
cultural climate in the era of global consumerism. Their propensity to cross the
boundaries of their territorial enclaves (low-income neighbourhoods) to
encroach upon public spaces of city life (marked by mainstream middle-class
culture) is what makes the maganda dangerous. As such, the cultural sonorities of
the epithet maganda are simultaneously racial, gendered and spatial.
The persistent circulation of the word maganda in the public discourse of
the 1990s can be seen therefore as part of an active process of re-negotiating the
practices of inclusion and exclusion which underpin and shape the cultural
topography of the city.
At a moment when sexuality has become commodified as a form of public
spectacle, the word maganda simultaneously objectifies, engenders and also territorialises its dangers. Thus the constant and persistent threat of maganda becomes
both a motive and a product of exclusionary practices which are currently re
mapping Istanbul’s cultural landscape.
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Concluding remarks
Throughout this chapter I have focused upon a single keyword - maganda - using
it as a vehicle to delve into the intensely localised settings of everyday life in
Istanbul in the 1990s. By ‘following’ the shifting meanings and content of the term
from its origins in the satire milieu of the city’s youth culture to the discursivity of
mainstream language, I have tried to explore how commercialisation of sexuality
as a form of spectacle has pervaded everyday lives of different groups in the city,
grafting new maps of material and symbolic meaning onto the established land
scape. At the risk of over-abstraction, I will end with a broader point of argument
about the significance of urban narratives in lending coherence to the cultural
map of cities.
In a metropolis such as Istanbul, the multiple divisions of city life which are
constructed in and through consumption processes are not simply a passive
reflection of large-scale movements of capital, commodities or cultural flows.
They are encountered and made meaningful through ‘local’ cultural practices.
The very multiplicity and diversity of such ‘localised’ social formations and
cultural identities in city space, however, and their shifting contours under the
deepening impact of global consumerism, make it difficult to grasp and treat the
large metropolis as a single entity. Hence, in the growing literature on global and
globalising cities it has become conventional wisdom to reiterate that urban life
is becoming increasingly fragmented through growing ethnic, racial and cultural
heterogeneity, and progressively divided through social and economic polarisation.
There is little doubt that in Istanbul, as in large metropolises in other regions
of the world, integration into expanding networks of global consumerism has
sharpened existing cultural cleavages as well as generating new polarities. But it
does not follow, at least in Istanbul, that the cultural map of the city has thereby
lost its coherence for its inhabitants, or that they have lost a shared sense of reality.
On the contrary, contradictions generated by the complexity of ongoing changes
are encountered and ordered through the familiar storylines of an urban
narrative - a collective epic which effaces the underpinning practices of inclusion
and exclusion upon which it is built.
As an urban narrative, the social story of Istanbul’s invasion by outsiders
straddles the boundary between official and popular discourses, selectively
appropriating and weaving together elements of both into a single
hegemonic-dominant account. It is ‘hegemonic’ not because it is directly
imposed from ‘above’ in some sense, or because it obliterates all opposition, but
because alternative accounts lose their specificity and antagonistic content as they
are ultimately mapped and repeatedly circulated as part of the same collective
epic. The appropriation of the word maganda into the ongoing urban narrative of
Istanbul’s invasion by ‘outsiders’ illustrates this ‘domestication’ process. It also
reveals that urban narratives are not a passive backdrop against which unfolding
events acquire meaning. They are part of an active process of managing and
negotiating contradictory experiences of lived social relations and power con
stellations. Their continuous circulation is part of the boundary work necessary to
maintain cultural distinctions which threaten to become blurred unless actively
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maintained through practices of inclusion and exclusion. To try to put it more
simply, ‘hegemonic' urban narratives are mobile accounts, continuously in-themaking as part of everyday social relations and practices.
Needless to say, the social story of Istanbul involves a distinctive set of historical
mediations and power constellations which are culturally specific in time and
place. As such, it is a unique account. But perhaps it is possible to suggest that
hegemonic narratives which lend coherence to city space are not unique to
Istanbul, but are produced and reproduced as a part of ongoing cultural struggles
in different parts of the world.

Notes on Chapter 8
1

2
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In recent work on consumption, the strategy of ‘following’ commodity-specific
chains in various market sectors, or tracing the networks through which specific
goods circulate, has become increasingly common. But as Marcus (1995) suggests
in his call for multi-sited ethnography, such a strategy need not be confined to
traffic in goods. It is possible to ‘follow’ movements of people as well as symbols
or idioms across multiple sites in time and space to investigate their circulation.
See, for instance, Mardin, §erif (1971) on ‘super-westernisation’.
Beng-Haut (1998) points to a very similar phenomenon in his discussion on
globalisation and the spread of consumerism in Singapore, underlining such
discursive phrases as ‘excessive consumerism’ or ‘consumingyouth’.
For discussion on Bakhtin’s work in relation to Gramsci’s notion of ‘common
sense’, see Brandist (1996). My own understanding of Bakhtin owes much to
Mbembe’s use of his concepts (1992).
My work on maganda cartoons of the 1990s grew out of a broader study on various
typifications of ‘outsiders’ in Istanbul’s graphic humour scene (Oncii, 1999).
I interviewed graphic artists of various ages and generations as part of this
project, all of whom talked about their own as well as each others’ work. Since I
listened to multiple interpretations of maganda cartoons during these interviews,
and read numerous student papers on them - as the favourite topic in my
popular culture courses at the university - as well as reading and enjoying the
satirical magazines themselves, what I offer on these pages is not textual analysis
in the conventional sense of the term. It could perhaps be described as an effort
to ‘understand’ this genre of humour, in the Weberian verstehen sense of the term.
In Turkish, the third person pronoun for ‘he/she/it’ is a single word. I have
simply used the ‘he’ in English. Much of the original wording in this quotation
is street slang. My English translations convey the meaning but not the style of
expression. The original quotation in Turkish is as follows:
Duygu terbiyesizidir, estetik anzadir maganda. Cahilligin, kabaligin, sonradan
gormeligin, ne oldumculugun, yiten, giden, bozulan tiim degerlerin acube
karsihgidir. Onu biz yaratttik. i?imizdeki hayvandir. Potansiyel tehlikedir.
Sagliga zararlidir. AIDs mikrobudur. Onun buyiimesine izin verdik. Lekedir,
Cikmaz. Pet §i§e gibidir. Erimez, yok olmaz.
Her cinsden, her simftan, her irktan olabilir maganda. Bulayicidir, sirayet eder.
Hem olduriir, hem siirundurur, hem alerji yapar. Maganda evrenseldir maaalesef.
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AU references to Gagcag’s personal interpretations of his work are from my
interviews with him on two separate occasions in April 1997. He was 32 years old
at the time, recently married, and opened a cafe in downtown Istanbul. Having
left his creative years behind, and become part of the ‘establishment’ himself, he
was keen to discuss his ‘past’ work with me.
Again, my translation of this song robs it of much of its flavour in colloquial
Turkish. The original is as follows:

Olur mu Senden Maganda?

Tukilrmezsen, gegirmezsen, yerleri hie pisletmezsen
Aksirmazsan, tiksirmazsan
Biyiklari hi? uzatmazsan
Kalin Altin zincir takmazsan
Yakani bagnni acmazsan
Olur mu senden maganda

Iemezsen, kafayi bulmazsan
Evde karini dovmezsen
Her yil iki eocuk yapmazsan
Koluna altin saat takmazsan
Kadmlara laf atmazsan
Otobuste, minibuste fortculuk yapmazsan
Olur mu senden maganda?
Yakisjir mi sana?
9

The Turkish version is as follows:

Kirlarda, barlarda, liiks otellerde
Maksim’de, Taksim’de artik her yerde
Jogging’de, ayrobik’te, body building’de
Toplantida, kuluplerde, tuvaletlerde
Altin semer giyse bile maganda yine maganda
10

Following Somers and Gibson (1994), it is possible to think of urban narratives
as ‘public narratives’ which situate historical and current events within stories
about the social world, selectively appropriating and emplotting them in a
cause-effect sequence occurring over time. But as Linde (1986) has emphasised,
in the absence of such ‘public’ narratives which explain broader social events, it
becomes difficult for individuals to produce coherent stories of their lives. To
the extent that stories about the social world, that is public narratives, provide
an overarching grid of social themes which inform personal life stories, they
mediate between large-scale events and individual experiences. At the same
time, however, public narratives are collective sagas told from a subject position
that is informed by social-class divisions (Steinmetz, 1994). That is, they are
ideological, not because they are imposed ‘from above’ in some sense, but because
they operate as part of what Gramsci termed ‘common sense philosophy’, dis
crediting and marginalising alternative accounts. My own argument here is that
the narrative of Istanbul’s invasion by outsiders operates at multiple registers,
simultaneously, because it is a hegemonic public account in the Gramscian sense
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of the word. That is, it is a continuing account which continuously appropriates
oppositional views and contradicting events, emplotting them in such a way as
to soften and neutralise their antagonistic content.
According to Lomnitz (1996), terms such as naco in Mexico, cholo in Bolivia and
Peru, and mano in Ecuador have similar connotations of impurity, hybridity,
bricolage, and designate a special kind of kitsch. He says that these terms resonate
with the imaginary of colonial casts, and were originally used as slur words
(meaning uncouth or uncultured) against Indians and more generally against
peasants, and acquired their currents meanings in the 1970s. The Turkish word
arabesk was invented and began to circulate in the late 1960s and 1970s. But it has
few resonances with the word peasant, koylii, who represents the authentic
Anatolian core of the Turkish nation. For discussions of arabesk in Turkey, see
Ozbek (1991, 1996), Markoff (1994) and Stokes (1992).
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